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What we are trying to fix
1. Underdeveloped private and public risk-sharing (for a 

currency union)
 Limited financial integration, lack of fiscal stabilization tools, 

2. An inefficient and divisive approach to maintaining fiscal 
discipline
 Based on fiscal rules that are error-prone, procyclical, require 

micromanagement from Brussels, and are hard to enforce.

 No device to effectively enforce the no-bailout clause. Implies 
overreliance on rules and a potential big inefficiency ex post.

But can risk sharing be improved without undermining 
discipline?  Answer: emphatically Yes. 
 Properly designed risk sharing arrangements improve discipline, 

by making no-bail-out rule easier to enforce.



How we propose to fix it
1. Reform of fiscal rules (including enforcement device)

 Expenditure rule: inherently acylical. Ditch sanctions

2. A targeted role for market discipline
 Enforcement of fiscal rule via issuance of subordinated bonds
 More credible no-bail-out rule (sovereign debt restructuring as a 

credible last resort when debt is unsustainable)

3. More and better risk sharing: 
 Financial sector reform (including deposit insurance, CMU)
 Unemployment/employment reinsurance fund
 Broaden conditions of access to ESM for pre-qualified countries
 “Safe asset” based on diversified sovereign debt portfolio (e.g. ESBies)

4. Strengthen role of institutions
 National fiscal councils; ESM reform

Expand (next 
three slides)



Replacing the SGP by an expenditure rule 
managed mostly at the national level
1. National fiscal councils, supervised by euro area watchdog:

 define medium term (e.g. 5 year) debt reduction target based on 
distance from 60% D/Y, but also broader analysis of fiscal solvency 
(e.g. pension reform).

 prepare medium-term nominal growth projection based on 
potential output growth; inflation target, and a possible cyclical 
correction.

 On this basis, “back out” expenditure growth ceiling (simplest case: 
expenditure growth ≤ expected nominal growth rate) 

2. Expenditure calculated net of non-discretionary changes in 
unemployment benefits and changes in tax rates/administration.

3. Expenditure in excess of ceiling must be financed using 
subordinated bonds, which suffer automatic maturity extension in 
case of ESM programme. Present sanctioning system is abolished.



Making the no-bailout-rule credible: 
motivation and logic
1. Fiscal externalities are important in a currency union (monetization 

risk, breakup risk)

2. Absent full fiscal union, these externalities cannot be fully dealt 
with by fiscal rules and other coordination devices.

3. This requires a fallback position (“anchor”) in case these devices 
fail. This is the role of the no-bail out clause. 

4. But the no-bail-out clause is empty (not credible) unless sovereign 
debt is actually restructured when debt is unsustainable.

5. Need a financial architecture which limits the disruptions of debt 
restructuring on the debtor and other countries – by reducing 
bank exposures to their own sovereign, and through adequate risk 
sharing and stabilization mechanisms

Key idea: make the no-bail-out rule more credible by reducing the 
costs of living by it, not by creating ever harder commitment devices.



A reinsurance fund for large shocks

 Prequalification: requires meeting minimum standards of policy 
making (respect of fiscal rule, country-specific recommendations)

 Trigger: large increase in unemployment (e.g. 2 percentage points) 
or collapse in employment 

 Payout: one-off transfer, e.g. 0.25% of GDP for each percent 
increase of unemployment above trigger level. Not repayable.

 Conditions related to use of funds (e.g. unemployment benefits, or 
public investment). 

 National contributions depend on volatility of ”trigger variable”; 
experience rated. Order of magnitude: 0.1% of GDP per year of 
participating countries.

Incentives preserved through (1) prequalification, (2) reinsurance 
character, and (3) experience-rated contributions.



Conclusion: what is new?

1. “More risk-sharing as a condition for better discipline”

 There have been calls for stricter enforcement of the no-
bailout-clause and calls for more risk sharing, but this is the 
first attempt to link the two. 

2. Attempt to address both moral hazard and financial stability 
concerns that currently block euro area reform, via:

 The design of some proposals, including in the financial 
sector (see presentation by Nicolas Véron)

 The balance and sequencing of various proposals: start with 
financial sector, exploit complementarities, be mindful of 
transition problems



Backup slides



A better way to enforce the fiscal rule

 Abolish current apparatus involving “escalation”/sanctions

 Expenditures in excess of ceiling must be financed by the issuance 
of ”junior bonds” that are:

1. Legally subordinated
2. Subject to automatic maturity extension in case of ESM program
3. Subject to capital charge and a low maximum exposure limit.

 Advantages compared to current system.
1. No discretion (except in catastrophic circumstances). Therefore, more 

credible, less politically costly.
2. Not just a deterrence instrument. Economically meaningful even ex post 

(protection of existing creditors).
3. Extent of “market sanction” will depend on reasons for rule violation 

and overall credibility of government fiscal and economic policies



Making the no-bail-out rule credible: practice

• No-bail-out rule: no official lending to countries with unsustainable debts 
unless accompanied by sovereign debt restructuring. Requires:

1. Reducing financial and economic disruptions associated with debt 
restructuring. Requires reduction of concentrated sovereign 
exposures, better stabilization tools.

2. A legal device to protect sovereigns against holdout creditors
3. A more IMF-like ESM that is able to develop its own lending policies 

and stick to them.
Dealing with the “transition problem”:
 Phase in new polices. To apply only to new stock of debt, and only 

after new stock exceeds e.g. 60-90% of GDP.
 Announce in good times (now)
 Announce in combination with risk-sharing reforms.



A euro area safe asset

 Create – or incentivize creation – of a euro area debt instrument backed 
by national bonds

 Safe due to a combination of diversification and seniority – no 
mutualization of risk. Example: ”ESBies” (senior tranche of sovereign bond 
backed securities)

 Advantages compared to simply imposing diversification:
1. Creates large market for homogenous euro area debt.

2. Safer. Much less potential for contagion across euro area.

3. Reduces volatility of cross-border capital flows inside euro area.

 Possible risks: implicit guarantees (?), complexity.
 Requires careful design, accompanying regulation, pilot phase

 See ESRB High Level Task Force Report published on 29.1.2018  



Reform of EU surveillance and crisis 
management institutions 
1. Separation of “prosecutor” (watchdog) and “judge” (political).

 Watchdog: needs to be politically independent. Could be achieved:

 inside the European Commission (independent commissioner)

 Outside, via fiscal council or ESM (would require treaty change).

 Political decisions by Eurogroup, chaired by a Commission VP.

2. Upgrading of ESM to IMF-like institution
 Fully responsible for design and negotiation of programmes and 

decisions on debt sustainability.
 Operational independence.
 Political accountability to European Parliament
 Financial accountability to its shareholders, as now.
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